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On Exponential Trees
D. FON-DER-FLAASS†
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a tree from a certain class to have exponential
growth rate (in the sense of [1]). The class contains, in particular, all trees of bounded valency; and
also includes the class of trees without end-vertices which was considered in [1].
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In this note we consider only simple and locally finite graphs; i.e. undirected graphs without
loops and multiple edges in which every vertex has finite valency. Let G D .V; E/ be such a
graph. By Gd.x/ for x 2 V .G/ we denote the set of vertices of G at, at most, a distance d
from x ; by Gd.X/ for X  V .G/ the union of the sets Gd.x/ over x 2 X .
A graph G is called exponential if there exists an integer d such that for every finite subset
X  V .G/ we have jGd.X/j > 2jX j. We shall say more precisely that G is exponential
with step d. This notion was introduced in [1]; and a necessary and sufficient condition of
exponentiality is given there for locally finite trees without end-vertices. (An end-vertex is a
vertex of valency 1.)
In this note we shall prove a necessary and sufficient condition for exponentiality for a larger
class of trees. First, we give some definitions.
Let T be a locally finite tree, v its vertex. By n f .v/ (resp. ni .v/) we denote the number of
finite, resp. infinite, connected components of T n fvg. We will call these numbers the finitary
(resp. infinitary) valency of v. We have n f .v/ C ni .v/ D n.v/, the valency of the vertex v.
Also, if T is infinite then ni .v/  1 for every vertex v (because of local finiteness). A vertex v
is called branching if ni .v/  3; let B.T / be the set of branching vertices of T . Finally, let T
be the class of trees which have bounded finitary valency. This class includes, for instance, all
trees of bounded valency, as well as all trees without end-vertices (for every finite connected
component of T n fvg must contain an end-vertex).
The following easy lemma is given here mostly to feel the flavour of the definition.
LEMMA 1. A tree T with minimum valency at least 3 is exponential with step 1.
PROOF. Let X be a finite subset of vertices in T ; let n D jX j. Mark all edges incident
to vertices in X ; there will be at least 3n − .n − 1/ D 2n C 1 marked edges, since at most
n − 1 edges will be marked twice. The set T 1.X/ is precisely the set of vertices incident to
the marked edges; therefore jT 1.X/j  2n C 2 > 2jX j. 2
THEOREM 1. A tree T 2 T is exponential iff the sizes of connected components of T n B.T /
are uniformly bounded.
PROOF. Take a tree T 2 T . Let f be an upper bound on the finitary valency in T ; n f .v/  f
for every v 2 V .T /. Let C be the set of all connected components of T n B.T /, and C be any
of these components. Here are some easy properties of C .
(1) For every vertex v 2 C n f .v/  f ; ni .v/  2; n.v/  f C 2.
This follows immediately from the definitions.
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(2) C is adjacent to one or two branching vertices. Suppose not; and let x; y; z be three
branching vertices adjacent to C . Each of them is adjacent to exactly one vertex in C ;
let these vertices be x 0; y0; z0. Then the paths from x 0 to y0, from y0 to z0, and from z0
to x 0 are all in C ; and they have a single vertex t 2 C in common. But then ni .t/  3,
which is a contradiction.
(3) For every vertex v 2 C , and every d 2 N
jCd.v/j  1C . f C 2/.1C . f C 1/C    C . f C 1/d−1/ D N .d/:
This follows from the bound (1) on the valency of vertices in C .
Now we shall prove the theorem.
First, the ‘only if’ part. By way of contradiction, suppose that T is exponential with step d,
and that the sizes of C 2 C are not bounded. This can happen in two ways: either there exist
arbitrarily large finite components, or there is an infinite component. If the first alternative
occurs then take some finite C 2 C such that jC j > 4N .d/, and let X D C n T d.B.T //. By (2)
and (3) we have jX j  jC j − 2N .d/. On the other hand, T d.X/  C , so
jT d.X/j  jC j < 2jC j − 4N .d/  2jX j;
contrary to the assumption that T is exponential with step d.
In the second case, let C 2 C be an infinite component. It is adjacent to exactly one vertex,
say v0, from B.T /. Further, there exists a unique infinite path P D v0v1 : : : vn : : : through C ;
and all connected components of C n P are finite. Let Ci be the union of all components of
C n P adjacent to vi ; all Ci are finite. Now, take
X D fvd ; : : : ; vdC2N .d/g [ Cd [ CdC1 [    [ CdC2N .d/:
The set X is finite. We have: jX j > 2N .d/, T d.X/  C , and jT d.X/ n X j  2N .d/ by (3).
Again we have a contradiction.
Now, the ‘if’ part of the theorem.
Take c > max jC j for C 2 C. The diameter of every C 2 C is also less than c. Let X  V .T /
be any finite set of vertices. Then T c.X/ contains at least jX j=c f vertices from B.T /. Let
Y D T c.X/ \ B.T /. Consider the graph P on the vertex set B.T / in which two vertices
are adjacent when either they are adjacent in T or they are adjacent to a common component
C 2 C. P is a tree, the valency of every vertex in P is at least 3. Also, the distance in T
between any two vertices adjacent in P is at most c.
Let l D dlog2 c f e. By Lemma 1, P is exponential with step 1. Therefore jPlC1.Y /j >
2c f jY j, and jT cCcl.Y /j > 2c f jY j  2jX j. Thus jT 2cCcl.X/j > 2jX j, and T is exponential
with step 2c C cl. The theorem is proved. 2
One can hardly hope to find a reasonable necessary and sufficient condition of exponentiality
for trees with unbounded finitary valency. To substantiate this rather vague remark, we shall
prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let G be any connected locally finite infinite graph. There exists a function
f : V .G/! N such that if, for every vertex v 2 V .G/, we add f .v/ new vertices of valency 1
adjacent to V then we get an exponential graph. In addition, there exists another such function
for which the resulting graph is not exponential.
PROOF. To prove the first claim of the theorem it is enough to consider only locally finite
trees; as in an arbitrary graph one can take any of its spanning tree.
So, let T be a locally finite tree. Choose any vertex v 2 V .T /, and let I be the union of all
infinite paths beginning at v (‘a Christmas tree’). Then all connected components of T n I are
finite, and each of them is adjacent to I by a single edge (‘Christmas decorations’).
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We define an orientation of edges of T as follows: direct all edges in I away from v; and all
remaining edges are directed towards I (or, equivalently, towards v). The resulting directed
tree can be considered as the diagram of a partial ordering .T; </. This ordering satisfies the
properties:
(1) there are no maximal elements: the outdegree of every vertex is at least 1; and
(2) for every y 2 T the set y− D fx 2 T j x  yg is finite.
Property (1) follows immediately from the construction. As to (2): if y 62 I then the set y−
is contained in the component of T n I containing y, and therefore is finite. If y 2 I then y−
consists of the path from v to y and all components adjacent to vertices of this path—again it
is finite.
Property (2) implies that one can find an ordering .v1; v2; : : :/ of vertices of T such that if
vi < v j then i < j . Indeed, one can start with an arbitrary enumeration .w1; w2; : : :/ of the
vertices; and then construct the required sequence .vi / inductively by appending to it, on the
i th step, those vertices from w−i which have not been included earlier, in a suitable order.
Now we define the function f inductively, using the above ordering: for i D 1; 2; : : : let
f .vi / D
X
x2v−i nfvi g
. f .x/C 1/:
We shall prove that the tree P obtained from T using the function f is exponential with
step 3. For each x 2 T denote the set of new vertices adjacent to x by Px ; jPx j D f .x/.
Let X be any finite subset of V .P/. Obviously, the set P1.X/ \ T is nonempty; let Y be the
set of maximal elements of P1.X/\ T in the above ordering. By Property (1), for each y 2 Y
there exists an arc .y; z/ for some z 2 V .T /; let Z be the set of all vertices z found in this
way. We have ; 6D Z  P2.X/ n X . Now, the set P3.X/ n X contains all sets Pz for z 2 Z
as well as Z itself; therefore jP3.X/ n X j  1CPz2Z f .z/. On the other hand, the set X is
contained in the set [
x<z2Z
.fxg [ Px /I
thus
jX j 
X
x<z2Z
.1C f .x// 
X
z2Z
f .z/;
and jP3.X/ n X j > jX j, proving the claim.
The second part of the theorem is much easier. To prove it, choose vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn; : : :
so that the sets T k.vk/ are pairwise disjoint. Join to each vertex vk the set Pk of jT k.vk/jC1 new
end-vertices. In the resulting graph P we have: PkC1.Pk/[T k.vk/, and jPkC1.Pk/j < 2jPk j—
the graph P is not exponential. 2
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